Reservation for COVID-19 vaccination [Update]
Reservations for the elderly aged 65 and over commenced on April 26, however, Ichinoseki
Gymnasium (Udome) and medical institutions where reservations could be made via call
center and the Internet have ended due to the reservations being filled (as of April 27).
The next reservation reception (call center and internet reservation) will commence 2 weeks
before the vaccination date.
・ Reservations for May 31 (Monday) vaccinations at certain medical institutions will start
from May 17 (Monday)
・ Reservations for June 5 (Saturday) vaccinations at Ichinoseki Gymnasium (Udome), will
start on Saturday, May 22.
* For online reservations, click here (https://vaccines.sciseed.jp/ichinoseki)
To make a reservation, you will need to enter your date of birth in the password field on the
first login screen and input your name, phone number, email address, and optional password.
* Some medical institutions that accept reservations directly at their own hospitals have
reached their reservation capacity.
The reservation method depends on the venue. For details, please check the list of medical
institutions enclosed with the vaccination ticket (coupon ticket) and the May issue of the
public relations Ichinoseki "I-Style".
List of vaccination medical institutions [252KB pdf file]
Immediately following the time in which reservations go live, it is likely that there will be
difficulties in making a reservation, however, it is expected that all people aged 65 and over
will be able to be vaccinated by the end of July.
We will inform you of the reservation commencement date for people under 64 years old (16
years old and over) as soon as it is decided.

Official LINE account for Ichinoseki City COVID-19 vaccination
An official LINE account for vaccination reservations and transmission of information about
vaccination has been launched.
To get the latest vaccination information, install the LINE app on your smartphone and then
"Add friend" (QR code on the next page).

* The city's official LINE account is used to disclose information on vaccinations and provides
a link to the ‘vaccination reservation system’ separate from LINE, meaning that there is no
entering of personal information such as ‘name’ or ‘date of birth’ directly into the LINE app.

